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VIEW FROM CORNER OF SAN BRUNO AVE & HUNTINGTON AVE
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CORNER VIEW AT HUNTINGTON & SAN BRUNO AVE
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VIEW FROM SAN BRUNO AVE
RESIDENTIAL PARKING
COMMERCIAL SPACE
5110 SF
12 BIKES
SWITCH GEAR RM
RESTAURANT/CAFE SPACE
2620 SF
HOT WATER HEATER RM
COMMERCIAL PARKING 13 SPACES
ELEV MACHINE RM
3 HIGH PARKING LIFTS
DCD A
LOADING ZONE
DCDA GAS METERS
FIRST FLOOR PLAN
scale 3/32"

KEY NOTES

1. AUTOMATIC GATE BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL PARKING
2. DOMESTIC WATER BACK FLOW PREVENTER
3. ACCESS KEY PAD WITH KNOXBOX
4. INTERCOM
5. SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS FOR PLANTING & DETAILS
6. EXISTING CURB & SIDEWALK AT CORNER TO BE RECONFIGURED
7. SCREENED GAS METER & DCDA RECESS
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1. AUTOMATIC GATE BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL PARKING
2. DOMESTIC WATER BACK FLOW PREVENTER
3. ACCESS KEY PAD WITH KNOXBOX
4. INTERCOM
5. SEE LANDSCAPE DRAWINGS FOR PLANTING & DETAILS
6. EXISTING CURB & SIDEWALK AT CORNER TO BE RECONFIGURED
7. SCREENED GAS METER & DCDA RECESS

HUNTINGTON AVENUE

SEE SHEET 8.1
SEE SHEET 8.3
SEE SHEET 8.3

**KEY NOTES**

- **1.** CEMENT PLASTER SYSTEM
- **2.** HORIZONTAL WOOD SIDING
- **3.** COMPOSITE CLADDING (TERRACOTA COLOR)
- **4.** METAL TRELLIS
- **5.** ALUMINUM & TEMPERED GLASS + WOOD PLANES W/ ENLACE - DETAIL SHEET 1200.10
- **6.** PERF. ALUMINUM PANEL ROLLING GARAGE DOOR
- **7.** PORCELAIN TILES CLADDING AT FIRST FLOOR
- **8.** METAL CANOPY AT ENTRANCE & SIGNAGE BAND
- **9.** CEILING PLASTER PANELS
- **10.** CEILING PLASTER PANELS

---

**EXTERIOR ELEVATION - FRONT - HUNTINGTON AVE.**

**EXTERIOR ELEVATION - REAR / WEST**
PARTIAL EXTERIOR ELEVATION- REAR (WEST)

PARTIAL EXTERIOR ELEVATION- REAR (WEST)
SEE SHEET A6.1 FOR MATERIALS NOTES